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New Online Training & Education 2020-21 
 

“WORKING WITH ALEISTER CROWLEY’S 

THOTH TAROT DECK” 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

with Tarot Master 

 

DEREK R. SEAGRIEF 
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A Masterpiece of Tarot 
 

22 Keys to Self-Mastery – the Major Arcana or Keys 
56 Minor Arcana or Small Keys 

 
 

Today, there are probably about 500 Tarot decks available, the vast majority 

being created during the boom period of the 1970s.  

And every year since 1969, when the first colour edition of Aleister Crowley’s 

THOTH TAROT, appeared in bookstores worldwide, it has remained one the 

best-selling tarot decks in the world. 

This is not surprising – in my opinion, it is quite simply the most stunningly 

beautiful deck of tarot cards ever created. It took the artist, the immensely 

talented Frida Harris, over 5 years (1938-43) to complete the 78-surrealistic 

masterpieces, working together with her mentor Aleister Crowley. 

It combines the images and energies of East & West, ancient and modern 

philosophies, and brings together such diverse teachings as astrology, 

alchemy, freemasonry, numerology, magic, psychology, science & physics and 

the arts. 

It has many ancient Egyptian images and references, which is inevitable given 

Crowley’s inner source of guidance & inspiration. 
 

At the dawn of a new millennium, Crowley wanted to produce a series of Tarot 

images that reflected the new world view, and not a mediaeval reproduction of 

Christian life philosophy. 

He was, together with Arthur Waite, a member of the magical order of The 

Golden Dawn, in 19th. Century England, and when they published their two very 

different Tarot decks, it is primarily due to the influence of these two men, 

that the worldwide popularity of Tarot begun. 

Crowley wasessentially a Kabbalist and his magical viewpoint is to be found 

anchored in his Tarot masterpiece. “The origin of the Tarot”, he wrote, “lies in 

the Tree of life – and nowhere else”.  

While it is true that only a small percentage of owners and users of the 

THOTH Tarot will ever fully appreciate the esoteric value of the cards – yet 

it is also abundantly clear to me that there are a great many people who would 

sincerely like to know more about them. If you find yourself in this group of 

Seekers  - then this Online Training is for you. 
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THE BOOK OF THOTH 
 
 

The Egyptian god THOTH, was regarded as the personification of 
wisdom, the very intellect of the Great God who formed the world. 
He was both Messenger and Teacher – yet who was this being, this 
immortal mortal who, according to ancient writers, was the author of 
30,000 books? 
 

Most authorities on the subject of Egyptian mysteries have taken it for 
granted that the Egyptian Thoth, whom the Greeks called Hermes, was 
an entirely mythological person – a god accumulated out of the 
tradition of centuries and finally accepted as the personification of all 
knowledge, especially the sciences and the arts. 
It appears far more likely that Thoth-Hermes, was a living mortal who 
lived at some remote time and conferred unusual cultural benefits 
upon the people of Egypt. 
 
So when Crowley names his Tarot deck – THE BOOK OF THOTH – 
he is making reference to the fact that the great Librarian of the 
Cosmos, the Keeper of the Akashic Records, THOTH or Hermes 
Trismegistus, (Three Times Great Mercury), can bring this knowledge 
into manifestation and pass it along to us. 
Any Tarot deck to truly work must evoke deep archetypal response 
within us – and Crowley’s THOTH deck succeeds everytime! 
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THE SCHEDULE 
 

33 Lessons – 1 YEAR duration 
 

Note: Every Lesson contains material approx. 20-40 pages and 
includes Tarot Layouts & Visualization exercises 

 

 
 

1. Introduction to the THOTH TAROT Deck &Aleister 
Crowley’s magical life philosophy. 

2. The Journey of THE FOOL – Key 0 
3. 7 major Archetypes – working with our inner compass 
4. The male & female magician – Key 1: THE MAGUS & Key 

11: LUST 
5. Our spiritual Mother – Key 2: THE HIGH PRIESTESS & 

spiritual Father – Key 4: THE HIEROPHANT 
6. Our earthly Mother – Key 3: THE EMPRESS & earthly Father 

– Key 4: THE EMPEROR 
7. Love in the tarot – exploring polarities & Key 6: THE 

LOVERS 
8. Victory over obstacles – Key 7: THE CHARIOT 
9. The female powers of The High Priestess, The Empress and 

Key 8: ADJUSTMENT  
10. The masculine powers of The Emperor, The 

Hierophant & Key 9: THE HERMIT 
11. The Law of Cycles – Key 10: WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
12. Sacrifice and Key 12: THE HANGED MAN 
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13. KEY 13: DEATH – The Great Adventure 
14. The Alchemist Key 14: ART, sitting between Death & 

The Devil 
15. Key 15: THE DEVIL and the planet Saturn 
16. Working with the energies of Death, the Devil & Key 

16: THE TOWER 
17. Light in the darkness – Key 17: THE STAR 
18. Working with the Past – Key 18: THE MOON, the 

Present – Key 19: THE SUN and the Future – Key 20: THE 
AEON 

19. The Dance of Life & the 4 Elements – Key 21: THE 
UNIVERSE 

20. The 22 major Arcana or trump cards & the 56 small 
keys of the Tarot – introduction to the Tree of Life 

21. THE 16 COURT OR PEOPLE CARDS – 16 Jungian 
types 

22. THE 4 ELEMENTS OR THE 4 SUITS – 
Wands/Cups/Swords/Disks 

23. THE 4 ACES – The root or source 
24. THE 4 TWO’S 
25. THE 4 THREE’S 
26. THE 4 FOUR’S 
27. THE 4 FIVE’S 
28. THE 4 SIXES’S 

29. THE 4 SEVEN’S 
30. THE 4 EIGHT’S 
31. THE 4 NINE’S 
32. THE 4 TEN’S 
33. SYNTHESIS – bringing it all together 
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Bio:  Derek R. Seagrief 
 

For the past 30 years Derek has been offering a wide variety of education & 

training throughout Scandinavia - “Liberating Painting”, “Spiritual Astrology”, 

“Working with Crowley’s Thoth Tarot”,  “Exploring the Tarot Pathways on the 

Tree of Life”, “Transforming Your Inner Dragons” , “Riding the Dragon”, 

“Become a Kabbalah Coach”, “Kabbalistic Healing” , “Exploring Eternal Egypt”,  

“Entry & Exit – Your Birth & Death Horoscope”, “The Way of Merlyn”,  etc. 
 

An innovative and dynamic teacher-therapist, Derek emphasizes creative 

synthesis by binding the arts, depth psychology & mythology, together with 

the rich language of symbol systems and psychotherapy. 

Internationally recognized intuitive Astrologer & Tarot Master serving an 

international clientel (UK, USA & Scandinavia) since 1978, Derek was born in 

London 1952 (the Year of the Water Dragon) and living in Copenhagen, 

Denmark since 1978. For a period, Derek has also lived in Stockholm & 

Karlskrona. 
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For 16 years during the late 1980s established “The Unicorn School of Astro-

Psychology” in both Copenhagen & Stockholm – a 2-year Training & Education 

in counselling dynamics. Also during this period begun a 1-Year Training for 

students in the use of the Tarot. 

Derek was also a regular contributer to local Radio Lotus in the 1990s, with 

his Tarot program – “The 22 Keys of Self-Mastery”and also pioneered the 

first International Tarot Congress in Copenhagen in 2000 & again in 2003. 

During 1999 Derek birthed “The School of Living Kabbalah” and since then has 

introduced many hundreds of Scandinavian & international students to 

Kabbalah & working with the Tarot pathways on the Tree of Life. 

 

For more than 30 years Derek has been working & living the Western Mystery 

Traditions - running an International Center in Copenhagen for 16 years, 

taking Scandinavian groups on Pilgrimage to “Eternal Egypt”& UK “In the 

Footsteps of Merlyn”, the past 20 years, and writing 13 books.  

 

The latest publication Dec. 2012 is Derek’s first book in Swedish: “Dödens 

Astrologi – Entre ochSorti – Dittfödelseochdödshoroskop”, published by 

Ica/Forma Books Bokförlag.“Entry & Exit – Your Birth & Death Horoscope.” 

A revised version of the book is now available as an ebook in English. 

 

Derek’s latest book in 2020 is not yet published but is Part 1 of a Trilogy: 

“Astrology, The Tree of Life & YOU”, 400 pages. 

 

Currently, the main teaching focus is through a wide variety of Online 

Education & Training. Request full details of the Courses currently available. 

 

Derek is married to Norwegian Opera singer Berit Meland, living in 

Copenhagen with their 3 children. 
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PRACTICAL INFO  -  P A Y M E N T : 
 

33 Lessons divided into 3 parts of 11 Lessons each 
 

 11 Lessons  costs: 2000 Dkr. 
 

There are 3 Parts & Total costs: 6000 Dkr. 
 

Each Lesson (circa 20-40 pages) sent via email every 2 weeks; 
Each Part contains 5 Guided visualizations  

sent via Dropbox for you to download onto your computer; 
And 1 Skype tutorial circa 2 hours recorded for each Part 

i.e. 3 Skype Tutorials. 
 

You can make your payment for each Part or  

the full amount when you Register. 
 

Payment is made via bank transfer to: 
Den Danske Bank 

Reg nr. 1551 – 3127152276 (Danish registration) 
 

SWIFT Code:  DABADKKK 
IBAN Code: DK683000 3127152276 

Account: Derek R. Seagrief  
(International payments) 

 

Alternatively, payment can be made via Paypal. 
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